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Spread of islamic civilization dbq answers

This article asks students to explain how Islam spread so quickly and then what social, political or economic changes resulted from it. The documents are a map of the spread of Islam, a map of Arab trade routes, a document on camels in the Sahara Desert, four verses from the Quran, a depiction of Baghdad during the Abbasid caliphate, a depiction of
Muslim Spain, a summary of Mansa Musa's hajj and the European interest generated in African gold, a picture of Mansa Musa of the Catalan Atlas and a document on how Aschia Mohammed of Songhai used Islam. Although not the first mnotist religion (believers in one God), Muslims still had a very big influence on world history. All this, despite failing to
conquer originally, Muslims eventually succeeded in spreading the religion of Islam across Lower Europe and Upper Africa. The religion of Islam still exists in modern society. Many Muslims, at least once in their lives, make a journey called hajj to the holy city of Mecca. This is the city where the founder of Islam (Mohammed) was born. For centuries, Islam
has become one of the most influential civilizations in the world, by gaining hundreds during thousands of worshippers and by occupying religions and cultures that did not cooperate immediately.             Throughout Muhammad's life, he has amassed many followers who help spread the religion of newborn Islam. To the people who followed him in the ways
of the Islamic god, Allah, Muhammad said that he would bring him to the gardens of [heaven], (Doc 2). Mohammed also said that Allah would punish anyone who disobeyed this way of life (Doc 2). Muhammad was an Arab prophet of Islam. At the age of 40 he began preaching as god's prophet of true religion. Muhammad created a very religious way of life.
After 622, he began converting Arab to Islam. This way of getting people to convert to Islam unfortunately wasn't the only way. Although peace was shown through Islam, the Muslim people also used war as a way to convert people. They conquered and killed many, apparently to show that they are a strong and united religion. Many countries feared Muslims
(Doc 4). Other cultures have called them , angry tigers, (Doc 4) which can very easily be identified as intense concerns. For centuries, Islam has spread so well by war, most parts of the world have a large amount of Islamic people, mainly because of this form of occupation. Although... Continue reading this article Continue reading page 1 of 3
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